TheИNVADERS

There were some merchant in town who would not gladly accept a check of the bank. It was true that coffee and Sambora's was the place that money could be made.

VANDRATH THE GROcer

Class-Craft

The New Work, represents a marked departure in the type of the piece chosen for recent production. The endless toil that has been put in the design and execution of this new piece has been well worth the effort. It is a beautiful and artistic beauty, particularly happy idea of Mr. Thomas Cannon.

STEAMER "BIJOU"

VAUDEVILLE

JOINS OVER COMES THEFTS CURRENTS

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 18, 1911

BRAND NEW 4:30 MUSICAL远IATION!

PREMIER OF "HAUNTED "

TUESDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 18, 1911

PRESSES NEVER STOP; ANNUAL OUT NEXT WEEK

LARGEST HAWKESY EVZ NOT OFF PROMISED

Leather Copics Stamped with Gold-Artistic Frames Please Management.

With two press prosing day and night, there is no reason to consider Sunday, for the next week will be rapidly moving full form in the rooms of the Press Club in evening entertainment, and we do not to have. The book will be ready for distribution early next week, as has been promised by the pressman. The printing is using every endeavor to have the printing done as soon as possible. In order that the book may be allowed to remain in the press a few days after binding. This is something which usually is delayed in the case of college books, and results slow in the poor quality of the binding. This year there will be a very large number of changes after this line is taken from the press, and the problem of how to keep the book together will be a much longer worry than those who published it.

The proof-readers have almost finished their trial, only a few care being left for them to go over. The care used by the Impson expert of the Western Republic has been a source of the ordinary materials of the printing arm of the staff In many cases.

Manager C. H. Owen is making daily trips to Cedar Rapids in the interest of the book, and is keeping a watchful eye on the progress of the affairs there.

The Hawkesy for the handing of the society will be held tomorrow night. This part of the work is almost completed, and the finished leather outfit will be sent in Cedar Rapids some time this week. The colored covers for the hands of the various departments will be finished promptly, and other material used in the binding of the book will be completed. As originally planned, this work will be 

Dr. Waterman to Topka

Mrs. H. J. Waterman, house physician at the university hospital, and the middle of the week for Topka, Kansas, where he has accepted a position in the Division Hospital of the University. Topka is sixty miles by rail.

Dr. Waterman was one of the two students who were retained at the hospital last June.

IOWA WOMAN'S CLUB, NOTION

The Iowa Woman's Club will meet at 8:30, Tuesday night, in the Hunters Building and Shadylahger will have papers on "Healthful Kleat.

BETTY ROBERTS DRAMATIC CLUB PLAY

BEAUTY OF CO-ED ACHIEVED IN PRODUCTION OF "THE GENIUS"

Dramatic Club will Stage Popular Comedy this evening. They will not be lacking in the production of "The Genius," by the University Dramatic Club this evening at the Children's theater. Some of the best looking "Co-eds" in the institution will be in the main producing Miss Lelath Emerson, the leading lady; Candry Bradley, she will have splendid actress quality with Joseph DuBarnes in the part of Object. All are said to have been long in the said beauty "costumed" created by the Hawkesy design, a winter matinee.

Today's Matinee Carlsson will receive the "Genius" of the best stage actor of the American stage today. Through this matinee will be offered to the student the highest opportune to determine the character's future. The first day's seat will be indicated most attendance for tonight. The play of the second year will be issued to the Dramatic Club of the university, "First Seat Old of Drury," beginning December in Topeka. Thursday, is a thoroughly comedy and" will be directed by the brotherhood to be promptly adapted for presentation before university audiences.

CHILDREN'S PLAY, The Beautiful Clock, will be given by Professor John C. In the world, the best man remembered strength of some of the teams turned out by the little school in days of the past. It makes a sale green that the Hawkesy will have as far up as the credit limit to fill them on their own account. The line-up will be brought out to the community, and will be a notable feature of the play, unless the play will be written for the Badger state fair, and will be a worthy apparel of the three. The author's distinction in this picture must be considered in the selection of the best play and work on the first week's play.

New Clock in the Low Library.

A beautiful clock will now be placed in the new law office of the university. The clock is a beautiful piece of work and has been designed particularly for this purpose. The clock is a beautiful piece of work and has been designed particularly for this purpose. The clock will be mounted in the wall which was left for this special purpose to give the building the holding was erected. It is for the most expensive and ornamental clock in the city.

BEXELIUS CLUB NOTES.

The last meeting of the Bexelius club during this college year will be given a very interesting program, on Friday evening at 7:30. Professor C. W. Field will be the speaker for the evening.

HAWKESY GO ON TRIP; TO PLAY THREE GAMES

BELLE, WISCONSIN AND ILLINOIS WILL BE MET.

Twelve Men are Nulnde—Horan, Ham and West will play in the game. Against Three Teams.

(Re D.) Promptly at 5:10 last night the Nulnde men and twelve highly trained ath-letes boarded the rack on the Beloit depot and were ranked away to the world of the bad ball and the ball playing at the home of the best of the best and the dairy firm. Manager Martin Smith went along to take care of all of the situation. The three teams are now at the Beloit world, thereby relieving Greens and all of such excellent reputations. Horan, Ham, and West compose the team for Horan, Wright, Hannon, Bryant and Schmidt as infielders, and Dennis, Wright and West for the opposite side of the field. This team will be a marked factor in making the "Genius" one of the best stage actors of the American stage today. The next day's seat will be indicated for attendance for tonight. The play of the second year will be issued to the Dramatic Club of the university, "First Seat Old of Drury," beginning December in Topeka. Thursday, is a thoroughly comedy and" will be directed by the brotherhood to be promptly adapted for presentation before university audiences.

Retail Coffee. The Physics Department will issue, on Wednesday, December 1, 1911, a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department in the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issued a new annual price of $1.25, for the physics department on the physics department in the physics department. The physics department will be issu
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Missouri Avenue.

THE JOURNALIST AND STUMP SPEAKER

When Dean W. G. Wilson, in a re cent lecture, said, "I would rather treat the doctrines of this republic in a newspaper reading public than to a stamp speaker hearing public," he not only paid a fitting tribute to the achievements of the modern daily but he someway raised the changed at titude of the average citizen toward the newspaper. From the time of the three hour stump speech to that of the modern daily delivered between breakfast has been hardly more than a generation. In fact the shortening of the stump speech by the newspaper has accomplished the supplanting of the stump speaker by the journalist, and we feel sure that present tendencies will warrant the conclusion that, through his rule as political educator, he will yet bring about the proper rank among the professions of men.

Cherry Street Notice.

Members will have their seats assigned for the concert at this final re peated. Requests are to be in prompt attendance at 10:45 a.m. on Thursday.

Stump will initiate.

The Stump will initiate new members and have breakfast at Gray Hall Saturday morning at 6:45. All members are urged to be present.


Iowa City Academy

Prep School for Boys University Free entrance to make up deficiencies

J. W. Whiles

Principal

GET YOUR

Spring

SUIT

AT

HUSA'S

COLLEGE AND DURKIE STREET

We also do cleaning, pressing, and repairing

JONNSON COUNTY SAVINGS BANK

Capital $13,000
Surplus & Unprofitable Profits

JACK'S CHAUTAUQUA TRAVELERS' CHECKS FOR SALE. GOOD IN AMERICA. NO SERIAL NUMBER, NOumniER REQUIRED.

Fine to Iowa City

PER MONTH, PAID AFTER NOV. 15, $2.75

PER YEAR, PAID AFTER NOV. 15, $2.75

P. O. Box 97, DUBUQUE, Ia.

1ST, 2ND, 3RD, 4TH.

LUMBER WAGON

ARROW COLLAR

Hagood & Co.

361-2 Washington St.

SALE

MUGGSY, with

Coast & Sons

Perpetual Line of

DENTISTS

JOHN L. MINER, D. D.

Iowa City, Lowa

PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON

DR. CHARLES S. GRANT,

OF MUSICAL STUDIOS

RALPH LAWTON

Professor of Music at the University of Lowa.

ANN SMITH CROFT

Professor of Piano. A graduate in the University of Chicago. Acknowledged as a fine editor and musical director.

C. M. RENO

113-1 Washington St.

INSURANCE

E. W. WALTERS

W. E. Washburn, D. C.

E. B. Washburn, D. C.

Of the Medicine, Surgery and Obstetrics.

REAL ESTATE

SAIL AND RENT—Large lot of city property, spacious house and farm. Also lots of merchandize

THE ORIGINAL BAKERS \& BAKERS

ON WEST 11TH STREET

AROUND 25c... CHEWING GUM

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

WHOLESALE & RETAIL

DRUGS AND TOBACCO

BRANDS.

THE ORIGINAL

Bakers & Bakers

Wholesale to Retail.

WHOLESALE DEPARTMENT

W. S. DEBOE, Prop.

IOWA CITY, IOWA

W. S. DEBOE, Prop.

F. H. HAYES, Prop.

Citizens' Savings Trust Co.

Capital $200,000

A general banking business trans acted.

114 S. Clinton St.

STEAM LAUNDRY

AND LAUNDROMAT

WASH-DRY-FLY

20

10-

Measure and clean your laundry with our modern washing machines.

SWIGGERT Brothers

Cleaners and Dyers

WE ALSO CLEAN THE FINEST LAUNDRY

111-113 E. College St.

Per Lot, 15c.

Our rates are lower than ever before. Our service is as good as ever, and the quality of service is just as satisfactory. We are open from 7 A.M. to 8 P.M.

You must see ALDOUS

If you want the beautiful and exquisite in FLOWERS. He is a florist of exception al knowledge in this particular knowledge and you can get the benefit of this when you order your flowers.

STORE ON CLINTON STREET.
Bring Your Clothing Problems To Us

Our business is to dress men right—to help them look right and feel right themselves. It is not difficult nor expensive to dress this way. If you know how to go to find the clothing you must have for this purpose. With exceptional facilities for buying of New York’s best tailors we are able to please the most exacting.

Our Suits—
College Brand, Hein-Koch and Herzog

Hat Comfort

Can you ask for anything better in Hats than Stetsons and Knapp-Petts. We allow the most complete lines just now.

Shirt Styles

Summer shirts and light weight underwear as much for a man’s comfort as his suit, if they’re right.


Dental and Surgical Supplies
116 Iowa Avenue
THE ALL IOWA HOUSE

Manufacturers of

PURITY CHOCOLATES
MANSFIELD, O. The Original Fry’s Pure Colfax Water

In bottles and jugs. Shipped only by D. C. Fry & Co. from the original Fry Mineral Springs located at Colfax, Iowa. HENRY LOUIS, manager, and E. W. MILLER bottling works, located for Iowa City, have the water from the springs always on hand and will fill all orders promptly.

Marshall-O'Brien-Worthen Company
Dental and Surgical Supplies
116 Iowa Avenue

THE ALL IOWA HOUSE

Nature’s Own Remedy
Fry’s Pure Colfax Water

For sale by:
- Atlantic Cigar Stores
- New York Bathing Co.
- "V.W. Purlh"
- " fix.

EAT PURITY CHOCOLATES
MADE-ACCORDING TO
WINDSOR PURITY. CANDY CO.

For sale by:
- Atlantic Cigar Stores
- "Woolworth" Purity Chocolates

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
ON THE CORNER
Waterman Wholesale Fabrics, Furs and Notting for Room Decoration

OUR PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

BRING YOUR CLOTHING

WHY NOT?

The Geo. B. L. Barth Co.

For reservations write
M. C. Mumma, Manager.
Iowa City, Iowa.

SEASON TIXETS 1.50. Reservations will be opened at Winstead’s Book Store, April 25th. Tickets may also be obtained from members of Choral Society or by addressing C. M. Mumma, Manager, Iowa City. Requests by mail for reservations will receive prompt attention when accompanied by $1.00 in money.

Minnecap’s Symphony Orchestra

April 30—Saturday
2:30 P. M.—Concert by Symphony Orchestra, Emil Oncken, Conductor, University Avenue, Admissions 81.6.

EAT PURITY CHOCOLATES
MANUFACTURED BY
WINDSOR PURITY CANDY CO.

For sale by:
- Atlantic Cigar Stores
- New York Bathing Co.
- "W. W. Purlh"

UNIVERSITY BOOK STORE
ON THE CORNER
Waterman Wholesale Fabrics, Furs and Notting for Room Decoration

OUR PRICES ALWAYS RIGHT

BRING YOUR CLOTHING

WHY NOT?

The Geo. B. L. Barth Co.

Registrar and Landor, Des Moines, Iow.: The orchestra under the baton of Enni Oberhotrer was the greatest musical treat that has been given to this city. Mr. Oberhotrer is a genius as a conductor. His personality pervades the entire orchestra and the strings and woodwinds move in sympathetic response to his baton. The Osmin Box, Omaha, Neb.: The Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, Enni Oberhotrer conductor, again won its way in the hearts of Omaha people. From the "Carmen," of Bizet, through that wonderful symphony Polka of the great Technkovich, to the Respighi Hungarian No. 2 in C, last night there was nothing but true luxury. This orchestra and its inspired conductor deserve the applause which ever represented their wonderful accompaniments. For once in symphony orchestras are more or less indifferent to this all-important phase of the work, and this orchestra做到了…

TRY A NYAL SUNDAE
WHETSTONE'S
Good Soda Fountain

Attention Seniors
Special rates given to all Seniors at
TOWNSEND'S

200 PAIR PARTY PARTIES AND HOUSE SLIPPERS

MUELLER BROS.
13 CLINTON ST.

John R. Thomas
Dealers in all Kinds of
Coal, Coke, Wood, Flour and Feed

MORTON'S
Corner Clinton and Washington Streets